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By Addison Cole

World Literary Press, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. Sweet with Heat: Seaside Summers features a group of fun, flirty, and
emotional friends who gather each summer at their Cape Cod cottages. They re sassy, flawed, and
so easy to relate to, you ll be begging to enter their circle of friends! Secrets at Seaside by Addison
Cole is the sweet edition of New York Times bestselling author Melissa Foster s steamy romance
novel Seaside Secrets. The story conveys all of the passion you expect between two people in love,
without any explicit scenes or harsh language. In SECRETS at SEASIDE. Tony Black is the hottest
surfer on the planet. He travels the world throughout the year and spends his summers on Cape
Cod with his friends, at the Seaside cottages in Wellfleet, Massachusetts. He s got his choice of
women, but Amy Maples is the one he wants. Fourteen years ago she was his for an entire summer,
until a devastating accident changed everything, and what they had seemed like it had never
existed--at least for her. Amy Maples is as consistent as the day is long. She s spent...
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ReviewsReviews

An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the
greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- Bart Lowe-- Bart Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am easily
will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyman O'Conner III-- Hyman O'Conner III
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